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Dear Yathirai Readers,

I'm thrilled to share the latest from our MBA Tourism and Hospitality

department. Our students are embracing innovation, sustainability, and

global trends in the industry. Stay tuned for inspiring stories, research

insights, and the future of tourism and hospitality. Thank you for your

continued support.

Warm regards,

DR. ANKATHI RAGHU

Head of MBA Tourism and Hospitality Department
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               The Central University of Tamil Nadu, often abbreviated as CUTN, is a
prestigious institution of higher education located in Thiruvarur, Tamil Nadu,
India. Established in 2009, it is one of the 15 central universities in India under
the purview of the Ministry of Education. The university is known for its
commitment to providing quality education and conducting research in a
variety of fields.
               Academically, CUTN offers a range of undergraduate, postgraduate,
and doctoral programs across various disciplines, including arts, science,
social science, humanities, and technology. The university has different
schools and departments, each specializing in specific areas of study. This
diverse academic structure ensures that students have access to a
comprehensive education
 
               The university places a strong emphasis on research and innovation.
Its faculty members are actively involved in cutting-edge research projects,
and students are encouraged to participate in research activities from the
early stages of their education. CUTN's research centers and laboratories are
well-equipped to facilitate innovative research in fields such as science,
technology, and social sciences.

               In conclusion , the Central University of Tamil Nadu is an institution
that embodies the ideals of quality education, research, and community
engagement. It has carved a niche for itself in the Indian higher education
landscape and continues to evolve as a center for excellence in various
academic domains. CUTN stands as a testament to the rich heritage and
academic vibrancy of Tamil Nadu, providing students with a platform for
personal and intellectual growth while contributing to the overall
development of the region.

Central University of Tamil Nadu
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ABOUT DEPARTMENT

              The MBA Tourism and Hospitality department at the Central

University of Tamil Nadu (CUTN) is a distinguished and specialized program

that focuses on preparing students for dynamic careers in the rapidly

growing tourism and hospitality industry. Known for its commitment to

academic excellence, this department offers a comprehensive curriculum

that covers various aspects of tourism management, hotel administration,

and hospitality services. The program emphasizes a balance of theory and

practical knowledge, ensuring that students are well-equipped with the

skills necessary to excel in this competitive field. With dedicated faculty,

modern infrastructure, and industry collaborations, the MBA Tourism and

Hospitality department at CUTN stands as a beacon for those seeking a

promising career in the hospitality and tourism sector, offering a pathway

to leadership roles in hotels, resorts, event management, and travel

agencies.

ABOUT PROGRAMME

               The MBA Tourism and Hospitality program at the Central University

of Tamil Nadu is a well-regarded offering that blends business acumen

with the intricacies of the dynamic tourism and hospitality industry. This

program equips students with a deep understanding of management

principles specific to this sector, covering topics such as hotel and resort

management, sustainable tourism practices, and customer service

excellence. The curriculum is designed to foster critical thinking and

problem-solving skills, ensuring that graduates are well-prepared to

navigate the complexities of the global tourism landscape. With a strong

emphasis on industry exposure, internships, and practical training,

students have the opportunity to gain real-world experience in various

hospitality establishments. The program's holistic approach, combined

with CUTN's academic excellence, makes it an attractive choice for those

aspiring to excel in the thriving tourism and hospitality sector.
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STRIDE PROJECT
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5 DAYS FDP ON TOURISM AND CLIMATE CHANGE
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The Central University of Tamil Nadu's Department of MBA Tourism and

Hospitality Management conducted an online farewell event for the batch

of 2019 to 2021, celebrating the achievements and bidding farewell to the

graduating students. The event was a poignant and memorable affair,

bringing together faculty, staff, and students virtually to mark the end of

an important chapter in the students' academic journey. The program

featured heartfelt speeches from faculty members, reminiscences from

the graduating students, and entertaining activities that allowed for virtual

bonding and celebration. Despite the challenges posed by the online

format, the farewell was a touching and successful tribute to the

graduating class, highlighting the resilience and adaptability of the

university community during challenging times.

FAREWELL PARTY FOR THE BATCH 2019-2021
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FRESHERS PARTY

The fresher’s welcome party on 14th March was thrown by the senior

students with enthusiasm. It was called “Xpedition 22”. Prof.

Chandrasekaran, Dean, Central University’s School of Commerce &

Management, and other departmental faculty members interacted with the

students and encouraged them to strive for excellence and to become

great leaders of the nation. Each fresher got a rosebud. There were several

cultural activities such as singing, solo dancing, group dancing, and music.

Ethnic wear was the theme of the party. The goal of the freshers’ welcome

party was to make each student feel like an integral part of THM’s family.

jubilant smiles and good vibes greeted the new students during the

welcome party. The party was held at MBA THM Seminar Hall.
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AWARENESS CLASS

The Department of Tourism & Hospitality Management & Department of

Social Work collaborated to organize a program for the students of

Government Higher Secondary School of Adiyakamangalam in Thiruvarur.

The aim of the program was to provide information to the rural students

regarding the higher education opportunities offered by the central

government, with the aim of raising their educational morale and social

values. The event was organized by Vice-Chancellor Prof. M.Krishnan and

Prof.Sulochana Shekar of the CUTN, in collaboration with the Organizing

Committee, Dr.Ankhathi Raghu, Associate Professor& Head, Dr.V.Bhatt,

Dr.Raja Perumal & Dr.K.Kavitha Assistant Professors &,  Dr.N.Sivakami Guest

Faculty

The awareness programme kicked off with a formal introduction by the co-

ordinator Mr.K. Ravi, who informed the students about CUTN as well as the

purpose of visiting the school. Dr.N.Sivakami (Deputy Professor, Social

Work), Assistant Professor, Department of Tourism & MBA Tourism &

Hospitality Management & Social Work visited the school and interacted

with the students to create awareness among them. During the

programme, The MBA students addressed the doubts of the school

students and encouraged them to enroll in the CUET exam. Dr.Raja Perumal

then delivered a motivational, interactive and exciting speech to motivate

the students and gave them the confidence to appear for the board exams.
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ONLINE GUEST LECTURES SERIES FOR STUDENTS

The Central University of Tamil Nadu's MBA Tourism and Hospitality

Department hosted a remarkable online guest lecture series in 2021,

featuring prominent speakers and experts in the field. The esteemed Chief

Guest for the event was Dr. DS Duke Thavamin from IHM Bangalore, whose

insights and experiences in the hospitality industry added tremendous

value to the program. Alongside him, Dr. Raja Perumal and Dr. Kavitha K,

distinguished scholars in the field, also actively participated in the series.

Their contributions enriched the discussions and provided students and

participants with valuable perspectives on the dynamic world of tourism

and hospitality. This program was a significant knowledge-sharing

platform and a testament to the department's commitment to fostering

excellence in this sector.

The Department of Tourism and Hospitality Management Organized Online

guest lecture series for students from 29/11/2021 to 01/12/2021
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Students Attending The Guest Lecture Series ON 29/11/2021
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               Thanjavur, also known as Tanjore, is a historic city located in the

Indian state of Tamil Nadu. It is renowned for its rich cultural heritage and

historical significance. Thanjavur was once the capital of the Chola

dynasty, one of the most powerful and influential dynasties in South Indian

history. The city is famous for its remarkable contributions to art,

architecture, and literature, particularly during the Chola period. The

Brihadeeswarar Temple, also known as the Big Temple, is the most iconic

landmark in Thanjavur. This magnificent temple is a UNESCO World

Heritage Site and is known for its towering 13-story vimana (temple tower)

and intricate stone carvings. It stands as a testament to the architectural

and artistic prowess of the Chola dynasty. Thanjavur is also celebrated for

its classical arts, especially classical Carnatic music and Bharatanatyam

dance. The city has produced numerous renowned musicians, dancers, and

scholars who have enriched these art forms. The region is agriculturally

significant, with the Cauvery Delta playing a vital role in rice cultivation.

Thanjavur is often referred to as the "Rice Bowl of Tamil Nadu" due to its

importance in rice production. In addition to its cultural and historical

attractions, Thanjavur is a vibrant city with a mix of traditional and modern

elements. It remains a significant center for art, religion, and education in

South India.

THANJAVUR
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The Department of MBA Tourism and Hospitality Management hosted a

warm and welcoming program to celebrate the return of students to the

campus after the challenging period of COVID-19. This marked the first

day of offline classes for the students, and the presence of esteemed

faculty members added to the excitement of the occasion. Dr. Ankathi

Raghu, Dr. P. Raja, Dr. K. Kavitha, Dr. Vaibhav Bhatt, Dr. G. Sudha, and Dr.

Sivakami V, all Associate Professors, graced the event with their wisdom

and guidance. The program symbolized a fresh start, emphasizing the

importance of in-person learning and fostering a sense of community

within the department, as students and faculty reunited with enthusiasm

and optimism for the future.

INAUGURATION DAY
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No. Reg. No.
Student

Name
Working Studying Others

Company
Name/

Organisation
Designation Place Salary

Supporting
Documents

1 P192401 ABARNA B Homemaker

2 P192402 ABARNA R

3 P192403 DINESH C Yes - -

Dgigame
Infotech

Solutions Pvt
Ltd.

Madurai

https://drive
.google.com
/file/d/11Ullv
pyjyO_zlLa4P
XvCh4GlC1ir
Tk8a/view?
usp=sharing

4 P192404 IYAPPAN S Not working

5 P192405
JENIFER

ALFRAD E
Yes - -

Diamond
Pick

Junior
Executive-

Recruitment
Chennai 260000

https://drive
.google.com
/file/d/12hK
c1rFdrYDcx7
C8jCGAzi36_
sJHtkN4/vie

w?
usp=sharing

6 P192406 JHANANI R L Yes - -

Ashok
Travels

Private Lmt,
Coimbatore

Business
Developmen
t Executive

Coimbatore

7 P192407
KALAIARASA

N A
Yes - - Pickyourtrail

8 P192409 NAVEEN V Yes - -
Behtar

Technology
Pvt. Ltd.,

District
Notification

writer -
Tamil

348000

https://drive
.google.com
/file/d/1ETs

GLcCmDp3e
no7LwGts5H
CYRaiIFWzG

/view?
usp=sharing

9 P192410 PARTHIBAN K

10 P192411 PRAVEEN B Yes - -
Aspire plus

Ltd.
Health Care

Assistant
Cambridge 2695000

https://drive
.google.com
/file/d/1Pra
WXvoNl4lycI
k6jSK2wlazq
tzoFIpP/view

?
usp=sharing

11 P192412 RAGUL N Yes - -

Sadhguru
Surgical
Private
Limited

Accountant

12 P192413 RATHIKA R

13 P192414
SATHEES
RAJA K S

Yes
University of
Portsmouth

Student
Portsmouth,

UK
-

https://drive
.google.com
/file/d/1I_190
Z4rWfMtnD2
Ln5YKwbUvZ
AOGHqVL/vi

ew?
usp=sharing

14 P192416
VEDHAMUNI

M
Entrepreneu

r
Fairytale
Voyage

Managing
Partner

Tiruppur

https://drive
.google.com
/file/d/1iWg
hNGXvbovJF
2BxcUfnjjImj
QSa89ki/vie

w?
usp=sharing

PLACEMENT DETAILS
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PHOTO GALLERY
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